
Requesting 2 videos for Design Home 
 
Specs: 

● Up to 30 sec 
● Square 
● Landscape 

 
Title: Cozy Rain Transformation 
 
Description: Following the seasonal theme of autumn, we decorate a room. 
 
Beat List: 
 
1st:  

● Open on a room, fully furnished, and SUDDENLY after a beat, the background changes to RAIN 
○ ROOM: [link] 
○ REFERENCE for Room fully furnished: [link] 
○ RAIN: 1055246000 
○ Rain SFX: https://www.storyblocks.com/audio/stock/rain-heavy-down-pour-hx0qngthiwsk0wxw39z.html  

● We get COPY center screen as soon as this happens 
○ COPY: Get this room COZY! 

 
2nd:  

● HAND taps on the center of the room/art and it gets replaced by a fireplace 
○ HAND: (please add light pink nail polish): 1507924127 
○ FIREPLACE: [link] 

■ Use this but change the mint green to match autumn/the room 
■ Also please make the fire in motion 
■ Fire Crackle SFX: https://www.storyblocks.com/audio/stock/campfire-crackling-ambience-01-hxl-4trn8dhk0wy4hhe.html 

● When this happens, a small text jumps/pops up fading out after a moment to read next to the item, like a small piece of confetti popping 
out of the item when it changes 

○ SMALL COPY: so cozy! 
■ We get copy like this for each change 

●  HAND taps the couch and it turns into the brown couch from here:  
○ SMALL COPY: cute! 

● HAND taps the thing on the table  and it turns into the candles from the same link, right side 
○ SMALL COPY: warm! 

● HAND taps on these things and they both turn into the PILLOWS from the same right side of the link above, the pillows should both be 
facing inward 

○ SMALL COPY: comfy! 
 
3rd:  

● We get 5 stars in GREY that fill up with GOLD on screen and COPY 
○ COPY: PERFECT FOR FALL! 

● Leaves fall as a transition to the end card 
 
 
 
Fonts: [link] 
Logo: [link] 
Music: https://www.storyblocks.com/audio/stock/afternoon-walk-in-the-rain-346789928.html 
UI: [link] 
 

https://www.shutterstock.com/video/clip-1055246000-4k-loop-rain-drops-falling-alpha-real
https://www.storyblocks.com/audio/stock/rain-heavy-down-pour-hx0qngthiwsk0wxw39z.html
https://www.storyblocks.com/audio/stock/campfire-crackling-ambience-01-hxl-4trn8dhk0wy4hhe.html
https://www.storyblocks.com/audio/stock/afternoon-walk-in-the-rain-346789928.html

